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Why w
we must acct now to tackle chiild poverty
y in the UK
K
n Northern Ireland, witth all key
After prrolonged reccession, economic recovvery is now underway in
indicators pointing to
t further im
mprovement..i Despite th
he recovery, however, u nacceptable levels of
child povverty persistt. A triple bu
urden of yearrs of flat wagge growth, recent pressuure on sociall security
spendingg and the rising cost of living, includinng a ’povertyy premium’ – that is, thee higher cost that low
income families often have to paay for goods and servicess, which now
w stands at £ 1,639 per ye
earii – are
making llife increasinggly tough forr families andd children.
Under tthe United Nations Co
onvention o
on the Rightts of the Child
C
(UNCR
RC), which the UK
governm
ment ratified in 1991, all children andd young peop
ple have the right to an aadequate staandard of
living (arrt 27). Moreeover, the go
overnment m
must ensure to the maximum extentt possible the
e survival
and deveelopment off each and evvery child (aart 6). Howeever, as this brief illustrattes, the rightts of our
poorest children aree far from gu
uaranteed; in deed, they are
a increasinggly under thrreat.
o children are
a experienncing povertty year on year.
y
Work no longer acts
a
as a
Growingg numbers of
simple ssolution, and
d over half of
o children ggrowing up in poverty in Northernn Ireland now
w live in
workingg householdss.iii Wages in NI lag behinnd the rest of the UK; costs
c
for neccessities, succh as fuel
and childdcare, are suubstantially higher
h
than o
other regions; and, with Welfare Refform on the horizon,
further reductions to
t social seccurity expennditure are imminent. Fo
ood, energy and childcarre prices
ortion of
are expeected to rise rapidly by 2020, hittinng the pooreest families - who spendd a larger po
their inccome on basic goods - th
he hardest.
Childrenn have paid a high price throughout the recessio
on and are now
n
in gravee danger of being
b
left
behind aas the econo
omy begins to
t recover. Despite the poverty red
duction targeets imposed through
the Chilld Poverty Act
A in 2010, the numberr of children in poverty continues too escalate. The
T most
recent fo
forecasts from the Institu
ute of Fiscal Studies (IFS) predict thaat by 2020, rrelative child
d poverty
levels inn Northern Ireland will have risen to above 35% (after housing cost
sts, or AHC
C).iv New
econom
mic modellingg commission
ned by Save the Children
n predicts th
hat even thiss startling pe
ercentage
could bee an underesstimate. If trrends contin ue, levels off absolute po
overty in Noorthern Irelaand could
reach 388% by 2020, leaving thousands more children thaan predicted at risk of enttering poverrty.v
n
from
m all parties to
t improve the
t circumsttances for ch
hildren in
Greaterr action and ambition is needed
NI. We are calling fo
or every fam
mily to have aaccess to high quality and
d affordable cchildcare, a minimum
m
income guarantee fo
or families off children unnder 5, and a new missio
on to ensuree that all children can
e
byy 11. These m
measures will not eradicate poverty ffor all childrren, but if
read weell and with enjoyment
introducced, would play
p a major role in imp roving life experiences for
f children in poorer faamilies. If
we fail tto take thesee steps, Northern Irelandd may be on
n the verge of
o creating a lost generattion with
grave co
onsequences for our child
dren and ou r future.

How d
did we get here? Wh
hat impactt has it had
d?
Three lo
ong term drrivers have combined tto put childrren into povverty: wage trends, govvernment
expenditture on social security and
a servicess, and the co
ost of living for low-incoome families. Each of
these po
oints will be explored in brief below.
r
un
nemploymennt rates aree falling. Wh
hile this is certainly a positive
As the economy recovers,
developm
ment, it has in part bee
en driven by an increasee in self-employment, whhich tends to
o be less
secure ffor low incom
me families than
t
high ea rning familiees,vi and the growing
g
prevvalence of ze
ero hour
contractts.vii The exppansion of lo
ow skilled jo bs has offereed little secu
urity or steaady income for
f those
at the bbottom of thhe economicc heap. Althhough low-in
ncome paren
nts have beeen joining th
he labour
market, low pay combined with
h a lack of o
on-the-job trraining preve
ents many frrom progresssing and
securingg jobs that allow for a staable and adeequate standaard of living for
f themselvves and theirr families.
Faced w
with minimum
m wages, minimum
m
secuurity, and minimum
m
opp
portunity, itt is unsurprising that

two-thirds of low-income parents surveyed by Save the Children do not think that job prospects
have improved for them now relative to two years ago.viii
FIGURE 1: “DO YOU THINK THERE ARE MORE JOB PROSPECTS FOR YOU
AND PEOPLE LIKE YOU THAN THERE WERE TWO YEARS AGO?”

Source: One Poll Survey for Save the Children.

The problem of low wages is particularly prevalent in Northern Ireland.ix According to recent
research by the Nevin Economic Research Institute (NERI), NI consistently records the lowest rates
of private sector pay of any part of UK. 17% of workers are low paid, earning two thirds of the
median hourly wage or less, with 9% earning at or below the minimum wage.x One in four workers
in NI (approx. 169,000) does not earn a Living Wage - the minimum level of pay which ensures an
acceptable standard of living.xi
“You can’t plan your week, you don’t know how much you’re going to be able to
afford. I’d like [my husband] to have guaranteed hours.”
Lori
“There’s no money. And you feel stupid because you think, I should be able to
manage this, I’m working!”
Laura
The Cost of Living
Families on the lowest incomes have been hit hard by the rising cost of living. The price of essentials
such as food, energy costs, and childcare has outpaced the general level of prices and luxury goods
over the last decade and as low income families tend to spend a greater portion of their income on
these essentials, they have been hit by a higher effective rate of inflation. Of parents surveyed across
the UK, 70% on low-income and 61% on modest income report that it is getting harder to pay for
everything.xii
Rising food costs have placed particular pressure on the budgets of low-income families.xiii On
average, food and non-alcoholic drinks comprises 11% of household expenditure in NI; however, for
low income families, this figure rises to 17%.xiv The cost of food is presenting a challenge and many
parents are skipping meals and worrying about providing a good nutritional diet for their children.
One-quarter of low-income parents acknowledge that they buy the cheapest food possible
compared to 14% of high-income parents.xv In practice, this means that children living in poverty are
less likely to eat fresh fruit and vegetables on a daily basis, as it is often cheaper to buy ready2

prepared meals, tinned, and processed foods. As a result, poor children are more likely to suffer
from short and long-term nutrition-related illnesses, like diabetes and obesity,xvi which damage their
early childhood development.xvii Save the Children believes that all parties must set out a clear
strategy for addressing food poverty as a mater of priority.
“You’re told you need your five-a-day and you can’t necessarily do that because
you don’t have the funds to buy it. You feel like you’re giving your kids rubbish
because it’s cheaper to buy.”
Lori
Another cost which weighs heavily on low income families is energy. A family is living in fuel poverty
when it is necessary for them to spend more than 10% of household income in order to adequately
heat their home. In NI, 42% of families live in fuel poverty, the greatest proportion of fuel poor
households in the UK (Table 1), and one of the highest in the EU.xviii Rural fuel poverty is even
higher than the average at 44%.xix More than two Table 1: Number and proportion of fuel poor
thirds of households in NI are dependent on oil for households by region (DECC, 2013)
their home heating (compared to just 4%
Number
Region
Percentage
elsewhere in the UK), xx and as prices for home
(millions)
heating oil have risen significantly over the last five England
3.20
15%
years, the high cost of oil relative to other fuels for Scotland
0.58
25%
heating means that customers in Northern Ireland Wales
0.37
29%
face notably high energy bills.xxi Inevitably, families Northern Ireland
0.29
42%
on low incomes are the most affected by these high
energy costs, and 75% of all households in fuel poverty have incomes of £14,999 or less.xxii
Growing up in a home which is not adequately heated threatens a child’s healthy development.
Children living in cold homes face a significantly greater risk of health problems, including poor
weight gain, lower levels of adequate nutritional intake, and respiratory problems.xxiii Policy makers
and energy companies must ensure that all customers, regardless of payment method, can access the
most cost-effective tariffs and deals. In addition, fuel poverty should continue to be accorded special
status in child poverty strategies and action to reduce fuel poverty risks for children should be
integrated into child poverty milestones and targets.
High childcare costs can make entering or remaining within the labour market challenging for
parents on the lowest incomes, particularly those with children under 5, who need the greatest level
of care. Notwithstanding the recent childcare framework, Bright Start, Northern Ireland has no
equivalent of England’s 2006 Childcare Act, provision is limited and costs are exorbitant. Families in
Northern Ireland are paying 44% of their income for childcare for one child, which is one of the
highest amounts in Europe. xxiv The average annual cost for families with two children in full-time
childcare can amount to £16,432.xxv Parents who spoke to Save the Children repeatedly cited
childcare costs as a reason for reducing expenditure on other goods, getting into debt and reducing
working hours.
Poverty Premium
Due to the way low income families purchase every day goods and services and their limited access
to cheap financing options, they can often end up paying more than higher-income families: a
‘poverty premium’. For example, low-income families are more likely to use a pre-payment meter
for their energy, either because it allows them to monitor their expenditure, or because they do not
have a bank account with a direct debit feature, or because they are servicing existing debts. As a
result, they pay a higher rate per unit than customers on a direct debit.
Table 2 provides an illustration of the additional costs that low-income families may pay for some
basic goods and services. Low-income families tend to live in higher-risk areas, attracting an
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additional cost for services such as car and home insurance. Save the Children estimates that at the
end of 2013, the poverty premium was around £1,639 per year. Incorporating payday loans into our
calculations, that figure rises to £1,716.xxvi
Table 2: An illustration of the poverty premium in 2013/14
Typical costs

Costs to lowincome
families

Difference

Loan of £500

£500.00

£929.51

£429.51

Basic household item: cooker

£249.00

£858.00

£609.00

£0.00

£39.00

£39.00

£1,136.00

£1377.00

£241.00

Home contents insurance

£64.33

£67.10

£2.77

Car insurance

£454.77

£772.74

£317.97

£2,404.10

£4,043.35

£1,639.25

Category

Cost to cash three £200 cheques
Annual electricity and gas bill combined

Total

It should not cost more to be poor. In the context of the squeeze on household incomes and rising
cost of living, tackling the poverty premium should form an essential element of easing the financial
pressure being felt by the poorest families.
Cuts to social security
In recent years, low-income families have had to shoulder reductions in their social security support.
While Northern Ireland has yet to introduce Welfare Reform, many cuts under Universal Credit are
already in place and negatively affecting low-income families, such as the freeze on Child Benefit rates
and a reduction in support for childcare costs. Meanwhile, it is clear that the recent cuts to
expenditure on social security and services in GB have impacted most severely on the poorest
families.xxvii Families with children have suffered the most: those with a child under 5 have lost 30%
more of their disposable income compared to those with no children.xxviii
Save the Children has seen increasing evidence of the hardships faced by low income families
through the delivery of our early intervention grant programme Eat, Sleep, Learn, Play! (ELSP!),
which provides material goods to deprived families with children under 36 months to improve a
child’s home environment and early development. Partners of the programme have reported
substantial need for the service, which provides household items such as a cooker, a child’s bed, a
push chair or toys. Given the expected further deterioration in the standard of living for low income
families - as outlined below - it is likely that demand for this programme will increase further.

What does the future hold?
Low-income families are vulnerable to future shocks due to a combination of low wages, low
opportunity jobs; higher-than-expected rises in the cost of living; and further cuts to social security
expenditure. We predict that low-income families could be materially worse off by 2020, due to the
following factors:
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First, the cost of basic goods, like food, energy and childcare, could rise faster than average prices,
leading to a deterioration in living standards. This means poor families will be less likely to be able to
afford the basic material goods and services that ensure a decent start in life for their children in
years to come.
Second, despite wage growth projected elsewhere, there is a risk that wages in low-paid
employment will not keep pace with the rising cost of living. Average wages are not expected to
recover to pre-recession (2007) levels until mid-2017, with wages at the bottom expected to rise
the slowest. If average wage growth is slower than expected, this would have a material impact on
poverty rates. Even if employment increases for low-income families, wages will not follow.
Third, if government departments cut social security expenditure to meet fiscal consolidation
targets, the burden could fall on the most vulnerable. The UK government has made a decision to
extend fiscal consolidation into 2018-19, and NI is expected to introduce a Welfare Bill sometime
this year. The IFS predicts that any changes to the benefit system introduced under the Welfare Bill
will hit NI harder than any other region in the UK apart from London, due the high numbers of
those in receipt of Disability Living Allowance, including for mental health disorders, and the high
number of families with children who will be adversely affected by the cuts.xxix
Four mitigating measures have been agreed for the implementation of Welfare Reform in NI and
negotiations are ongoing. The measures - split payments; fortnightly payments; direct payments to
social housing landlords; and limited introduction of the bedroom tax - are certainly welcomed but
will not by themselves serve to protect the most vulnerable from the harsh effects of Welfare
Reform. Save the Children remains concerned by the potential that Welfare Reform measures have
to wreak havoc on the lives of our poorest families and children. Research commissioned by NICVA
has estimated that welfare reform could take £750m a year out of the Northern Ireland economy,
equivalent to £650 a year for every adult of working age. xxx This compares to an average of £470 a
year across GB. It is not difficult to determine that these cuts combined with the factors discussed
earlier in this paper could combine to create a disaster for our children’s futures.
Economic modelling commissioned by Save the Children predicts that the number of children living
in relative poverty (AHC) in 2020 could be even higher than that currently feared. If wages across
the UK follow the Office for Budget Responsibility forecast and government departments make
three-quarters of their spending cut targets, with the welfare cap having to absorb the remaining
quarter – a conservative estimate resulting in fewer cuts to welfare than proposed by the Chancellor
in early 2014 – this could lead by 2020 to 325,000 more children across the UK in poverty than the
IFS has predicted, which would be an increase of 1.4 million on the latest child poverty figures. NI
levels of child poverty are set to increase to 38% of children living in relative poverty (AHC) by
2020.xxxi

Breaking the Cycle
The impact of poverty on our children is both indisputable and unacceptable. While our politicians
fail to adequately deal with the scale of the crisis, increasing numbers of children continue to fall into
poverty. A primary concern for Save the Children is the impact that child poverty has on educational
achievement. Education is the primary vehicle by which economically and socially marginalised
children can change their lives, lift themselves out of poverty and obtain the means to participate
fully in their communities. xxxii
The chances of starting school ready to learn are worse for children from the poorest households.
Young children growing up in disadvantaged families are less likely to participate in formal pre-school
care, which is designed to provide children with a high-quality early-years learning environment
where they can learn skills that will help them in their later school careers. Many families cannot
afford to send their children to pre-school because of the cost relative to household income. By the
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age of three a significant gap in vocabulary and cognitive test scores can already be measured
between low-income children and their more affluent peers.xxxiii
Unfortunately, this gap persists, and at every stage of schooling, Northern Ireland’s poorest children
are likely to do worse and make less progress than their better-off classmates; and the gap is
widening. xxxiv Only one-third of 16 year olds entitled to Free School Meals – an indicator of poverty
- go on to achieve 5 A*-C grades, including English and maths, compared to nearly two-thirds of
their better-off peers. xxxv
Statistics from the most disadvantaged wards in west Belfast show that more than 80% of young
people are leaving school with no or low qualifications. The number of young people who are not
enrolled in education, employment or training (NEET), in NI sits at 42,000, or 19.1% of all 16-24
year olds.xxxvi The low-wage, low-progression nature of many jobs in the sectors that many of these
young people will eventually join - retail, leisure, social care – results in a cycle where children
growing up in poverty are more likely to earn low wages themselves as adults. We must work
together to do all we can to ensure that this vicious cycle is broken.

Recommendations
This briefing has shown how the effects of a challenging labour market over a long period,
government cuts to social security expenditure, and the rising cost of living have negatively impacted
on low income families with children. These three pressures are likely to continue to strain the
budgets of low-income household for years to come.
The status quo is not acceptable. Unless government addresses the underlying causes of poverty, the
recovery will not reach those at the bottom. Tackling the drivers of poverty demands sustained,
strategic, long-term work. We need a labour market that offers more in terms of job security, family
friendly working conditions, in-work progression and adequate pay.
The Living Wage is an important tool in the fight against child poverty. Widespread adoption of the
Living Wage by employers would ease concerns set out in this brief about the on-going prevalence
of low pay. Policymakers should draw on the example of Belfast City Council, who recently
committed to becoming a Living Wage employer, and actively promote take up of the Living Wage
among employers.
To ensure all children have affair start in life, regardless of their background, Save the Children is
calling for the following:
1. Every family to have access to high-quality and affordable childcare
2. A minimum income guarantee for the families of children under 5
3. A national mission for all children to be reading well by 11

1. Every family to have access to high-quality and affordable childcare.
Childcare must be affordable, accessible and of high quality. Many parents find that the cost of
paying for childcare means that they are little better off in work. The high costs are particularly
challenging for parents of children under five. Without substantial reform to the childcare market in
Northern Ireland, the cost of pre-school childcare is expected to rise rapidly in the years ahead,
continuing to act as a barrier for low-income parents with young children trying to enter the labour
market. In order to meet the goals of maximising family incomes, making work pay, and in turn
tackling child poverty, childcare must become more affordable to parents on the lowest incomes.
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Quality of provision has a demonstrable impact on children’s early development in speech and
language, which has a significant impact on children’s early learning, including their ability to learn to
read. Children from the poorest families are less likely to attend high-quality settings, making
improving quality across the board a vital component for improving the life chances of poor children.
Policy makers should work towards minimising the impact of childcare costs on household budgets
for low income families while ensuring that childcare is available, affordable and of high quality in all
areas.
2. A minimum income guarantee for the families of children under 5
Poverty can have a devastating effect on children under 5, both in terms of immediate impact and
future life chances. The chances of going without are higher for younger children, who are more
likely to be in poverty because their parents stop work temporarily to care for them. They are more
likely to be affected by low household income as they spend more time in the home compared with
school-aged children; poverty has a greater impact on young children because of the importance of
the early years on lifetime development. We call on the Assembly to ensure every family with
children under 5 has sufficient resources to ensure their healthy development. The targets set out in
the Child Poverty Act remain the most universally agreed framework for eradicating child poverty.
We propose that as an absolute minimum, the 2020 targets are met for children under 5.
As negotiations on the Northern Ireland Welfare Reform Bill continue, we call on all political parties
to set out clearly how they intend to implement the welfare cap and other reforms in a manner
which takes into account the needs of low income families, and ensures that children under five are
not affected.
3. All children to be reading well and with enjoyment by 11
The UK remains one of most unfair countries in the developed world – the lottery of birth still
determines millions of children’s chances in life. Poor children are often more likely to fall behind in
the critical skill of reading. Reading well and with enjoyment is a basic need for any child to get on in
life: when children read well this opens up opportunities for them to fulfil their potential, when they
fall behind this closes doors and reduces opportunity. But while the challenge remains great, we have
a big opportunity: we must all come together to ensure we are the generation which ends the
scandal of children reaching the age of 11 not reading well.
These measures will not eradicate child poverty alone, but if introduced would play a major role in
improving life experiences for children in poorer families and ensuring poverty does not continue
across generations. Having once promised so much, a fair start is the least we owe our children by
2020.
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